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In the course, of the study of human learning, various 
techniques have served as lear.ning paradigms~ Paired 
associate learning is one such techniquer. first utilized 
by M,W, Calkins, (•1896);,. In the act of paired associate 
learning a pair of terms, that is, a stimUlus term and a 
response, term, az,e, presented such that the learner 
"associates" or matches or z,elates one with the other~ 
The, learning task is to recall the response term which 
matches each stimulus term,. 
Variations in method of presentation are used.. One· 
common. procedure involves the presentation o~ the paired 
associate list: constructed such that the learner observes 
the stimUlus term alone and is given the chance tcr. name: 
the response term before the stimulus term and response 
term appear· together to, fnform the learner as tO' the 
correct response,. The list is repeated until the learner 
can name the response for each stimulus term,. Different 
orders of the list of paired associates are presented to, 
prevent memorization1 by order~ Terms may be words, numbers, 
nonsense, syl~ables, and even colors or forms - or any 
combination aJf the aforesaid elements.. For example, 
Calkins (1896) utilize·d combinations o:f numbers and col!ors 
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as· well as numbers and nonsense.· syllables.. A nonsense 
syllable is a combination o:f letters which forms a word 
having no:meaning in the language of the person using it •. 
Hermanm Ebbinghaus (1885)' originated the use of such 
nonsense syllables: in· his serial list leanning experimenta-
tion~ A nonsensa syllable or word which is linjited to)the 
combfnation·. of three letters, constitutes a trigram •. 
Trigrams are designated CV.C (cansonant-voweL-consonant)' on-
CCC ( consonant-consonant-consonant )1 acccrrding to: the 
arrangement rrf consonants or vowels withfn the trigram .. 
Performance in paired associate learning is commonly 
measured by the number of presentations of the list o:f 
pafred associates which are necessary for the learner. toi 
name the response term for every stimulus t.erm in the list •. 
Each presentation of the list is one trial:~ The· 
penfo-rmance criterion for an experiment may be se.t 
arbitrarily at any number of perfect trials with a 
specified number· of perfect trials for a specific 
experiment.. This measure is usually app-lied to, acqulsi tion 
or· original learning,. 
Often· an experimenter will use an additional/ 
procedure, transfer, to:,estimate the effect of his 
particular·variables .. Transfer is the carry over of a 
learned material or skill from one situation to: another .. 
This procedure was initially studied by Thorndike and 
Woo-a.worth (1901), in·. their research on ·the .effect. of training 
in estimating weight magnitudes, in observation of words 
containing certain letters,and in memorization. To apply 
transfer to paired associate learning, certain elements are 
added tOl or subtracted from the stimulus term by the 
experimenter following acquisition •. Therefore, in transfer, 
the altered stimulus term is expected to elicit the same 
response as the originalJ. stimulus term in acquisitionh 
Thus, a compound stimulus is a stimulus in! which two or 
more distinctive elements are cues to: the correct response 
according to the description by Underwood, Ham, and 
Ekstrand (1962).., In contrast-, irrelevant stimuli may alsoi 
exist within the stimulus complex.. Such stimuli are not 
pertinent to, the learning task and therefore do; no:t serve 
as cues to the re§!ponse •. 
A no:table amount of research has been undertaken to, 
dete·rmfne the effect of color as a relevant variable and as 
a part of the stimulus complex of paired associate learning., 
One.explicit example is the study conducted by Underwood, 
et •. a.JJ... (1962), in which colo.11 was evaluated in terms of 
cue effectiveness.. The effectiveness o-:f color and other 
stimuli as cues was determined by the number. of correct· 
nesponses to,; that cue in the 10 tria.rs of transfer· learning •. 
Essentially, a different stimulus color was combined with 
each QQQ trigram (nonsense, syllables), and with each 2YQ 
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trigram (words) in· the second group .. The response terms 
were numbers-.. After original learning, both groups (CCC 
trigrams pius color and eve trigrams plus color): were split 
into:, ;, subgroupEr- - each accoTding to, the stimulus term 
given. in transfer.. One group was given the verbal element 
of original:. learning combined with color, i •. e .. the same 
list.. Another group, was given the verbal: element alone 
and the final groupi was given coloT alone.. There_fore, in· 
transfer, there were 6 subgroups·. 
The results o~ the comparisons of cue effectiveness· 
scores for color, CVC, and CCC trigrams gave an· indication 
~ the effe:cti veness· of colo-r in a paired associate 
learning problem •. In transfer, the performance of the 
subgroups in o.r.der of best to, worst was CCC trigrams plus' 
color·, color· alone which had been paired with CCC trigrams, 
in• acquisition>,, eve trigrams: plus color, eve trigram1:r alone, 
' 
coilior· alone which had been paired with eve trigrams in 
acquisition,and finally CCC trigrams· alone .. Evidence for 
the e-ffect of color lies in the divergence between 
performance by the CCC trigram plus coJ.or groupl and 
performance by the CCC trigram alone gro.up1 with all other 
groups falling between them.. It seems that:., even in regard 
to· all groups·, color contained the power of stimulus-
enhancement: when combined with the least meaningful single 
stimulus elementr CCC trigrams .. 
Weiss and Margolius (1954) also predicted that 
context stimuli would aid in learning and retention of the 
respunse term. Six groups· learned a series of nine 
paired associates in the course of this experiment.. Five 
of the groups learned the paired associates list with a 
different colored background for each stimulus term ► The 
sixth group,, a gray-co:lor group learned the Iist with a 
gray background for all stimulus terms.. In transfer, two, 
of the five color background groups were switched tm gray 
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and the gray-color group· was sw,itched to colored backgrounds. 
The acquisition measure was the number of trials to 
accomplish one perfe:ct rep·etition of the paired associates 
J:ist.. The recall' measure was the number of correct 
responses. on the first transfer triar •. 
Analysis· of the origin~ learning data indicated 
no significant differences among means of groups learning 
ow colored cards, with these same groups acquiring the 
learned r.esponses at a rate s-ignificantly faster than the 
gray-col1or group. In addition, all five color· groups 
' 
performed better than the gray-color group in recalir 
A•gain the strength of the context (color) is evident. 
The Weiss and Ma-rgolius (r.954) study led to the 
hypothesis that the effectiveness of discriminable 
contexts re:rates to, the meaningfurness· of the primary 
st.imul!us. Sundland and Wickens (r962) based their study 
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on this hypothesis, suggesting that the more highly 
meaningful the primary stimulus, the less the discriminable 
contexts will facilitate performance on the learning task, 
In studying the relative meaningfulness of words, color' 
and nonsense syllables, their results concurred with those 
of Underwood, et al, (1962), They found performance with 
word stimuli was not facilitated by the presence crf color 
cues while performance with nonsense syllables was 
facilitated by the presence of such cues •. Thus the power 
of color to enhance learning performance was dependent on 
the, 11 discriminabili ty" or meaningfulness o:f the primar;y:• 
stimulus •. 
These three studies invrulved investigation of the 
relativ& meaningfulness of stimulus elements and indicated 
an effect for color as a stimulus element,. Solso (196Bt 
followed the intent of the pre~iously cited studies by 
considering the relative meaningfulness of varying levels 
of the particular stimulus element, color,. In Phase I of 
this research, Sols~determined relative meaningfulness 
levels of 8' colors on the basis of the number of verbal 
re~ponses made to a specific color and on the basis of 
ratings of each color by the subjects,. Thus the meaning-
fulness of a color was a matter crf.its intrinsic value to, 
the subject as well as the po;wer of that color to· elicit 
verbal associative responses~ Solso's measurements yielded 
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a dichotomy of color· in terms· of meaningfuToess. The high 
meaningful' corors were determined to be blue, green,. red, 
and yeliow; while brown, orange, pink, and purvle felI into 
the row meaningful group.. Solso· did not designate the 
relative meaningfulness· of these colors other than to-
dichotomize high and low levels. Thus, there was no 
description as to the ranks o:f these colors within the 
high and low; meaningfulness levers •. 
In Pha-se II based on the results· of Phase I., Sol so, 
combined the stimulus colors with response words relating 
in different ways to·, the color used as a stimulus. He 
formulated 3' different relationship·s between the stimulus 
color and the response word which were the basis for the 3 
paradigms o:f acquisition l'earning.. One paradigm consisted 
o:f response terms of high color relatedness to, the stimulus 
color (as the response grass to green) (A-B); the second 
paradigm consisted of color associated response terms which 
did not relate to· the color of the stimulus term (sun to 
green) ('A-:jlr), and the third paradigm consisted of 
non-co-J.or associated response terms (city to green) {"A-C). 
For each paradigm, five groups were tested. These group-a 
were designated on the basis of the stimulus, element; coil.o·r 
alone, cO'lor pl'us low meaningful trigrams, low, meaningful 
trigrams (LMT)', color plus high meaningfuJJ words,, and high 
meaningfur words alone (HMW). For all I5 subgroups~ Solso 
measured acquisition by the number of trials to the 
criterion of one perfect trial. 
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For all groups containing color elements· within al:l 
three paradigms,. the stimuli in which high meaningful colors 
occurred had a slightly faster rate of acquisition than 
those containing low meaningfuI. coil.ors. In addition~ the 
LMT pl:us color and HMT.:i pius color groups' p-erfo,rmance was 
sup-erior to the LMT alone and HMW alone groups-' performance 
in the A-B .. and A-C paradigms. The exception in the A-Br 
paradigm was attributed to competition between the two 
color-related elements, of the stimulus and response terms 
which were in opposition to, each other (sun as· a response 
to· green). This sup-erior performance of the color-
combined-with-a-verba] stimulus groups·weights the evidence 
in favor of an enhancing effect for color as- a relevant 
variabl!e combined with verbal learning materials-.. The 
pnssibility of com!)"etition between color-related verbal 
terms and color indicated one limi tati_on as to the 
effectiveness of color as· an added stimulus. Furthermore, 
the overall suIY9rior p-erformance with high meaningful 
colors demonstrated by Solso' s subjects may be viewed as 
an indica.tion of the power of enhancement of particurar 
colors when used as background. 
The· previous studies have all been concerned with the 
us~ of color as a relevant variable in paired associate 
]earning.. Isabell Birnabaum,. (1966): while studying the 
mediatfonal pawer.s of color as a relevant variable allso 
presented some evidence, aS' to the competitive stimulus 
effe·ct of color when. used as an irrelevant variable .. 
IIr the Birnbaum study, three groups underwent the 
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same original learning task·,, va11ying only in the list used 
- half of each grouv using List A and half using List B 
(1~ pairs).. Lists A and B differed only in which colors 
were matched with wordS" as stimuli.. Groups I and II wewe 
administered intervening tasks with one given a list of 
colors· to which they matched words and the other given a list 
of colors to which they mathced response terms.. Group, III was 
given no intervening task between acquisition and transfer .... 
In:transfer, each group,was presented with 5 
appro:p:riate pairs and 5 inappr.opriate pairs which originally 
appeared on List A or· List B.. ApprOJ)riate pairs were those 
in which the color surrounding the word was the same as in 
acquisition.. All subjects received the same transfer· list: 
using half the terms from both lists .. The subjects weTe 
then expected to: respond to· a given compound stimulus 
according tO' its verbal pairing in original learning .. 
When· number· of correct responses tcr.appropriate pairs 
waS' compared to number of correct responses to inappropriate 
pairs for the combined resull.ts -of all three groups across 
trials, the number of correct responses to appropriate pairs 
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was found t_o:, be significantly higher. AJ.:though Birnbaum' s 
main consideration was with "howl' color enhances· or 
facilitates learning which depends chiefly on the use ai' 
color aer. a relevant variable, the important point: is that 
··. 
color did have a carry-over effect.. It may be· hypothesized 
that these inappropriate. pairs wer~ stimuli containing an 
irrelevant element, i.e. inappropriate, color. This factoiI'· 
acted as a.competitive cue, since that color waul!d have 
beerr a cue in another appropriat.ely matched. pair. I,t ml!llY 
also' be evidenc~ that in regand to a traJJ,sfer situation~ 
irrelevant cues became detra~tors to, real'.Ii.irig. according to 
, , . -.•. , : , r, 
previous: orientation· in· acquisition. 
Dulsky (1935) also provided· infOl'.!llation pertaining 
---,1 . ,. ' . 
tm the effect of coil.or as an irrelevant variable. He 
conducted four experimentSJ to_ test the :effect of change of 
,:; ~ 
background. His· contrO'I condition gives a comparison of 
color used as an irrelevant and relevant variable. In the 
stimulus-color group, each of the stimulus terms were 
presented on a differently colored background; in the 
resp_onse-color group:-, each of the response terms were 
displayed on a differently colored background; and in the 
stimulus-response-color group:,, each stimulus-response pair 
was shown on a differently colored background (',color 
relevant.). Finally in the stimulus-response-same color 
group,, all stimulus-response pairs had the same chromatic 
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background,, orange (irrelevant)'.. AllJ gro.ups use.d nonsense 
syllables aS' the verbal element.. An acquisition and a 
transfen· session'. were· admini'stered.. In acquisition, the 
number o-:f correct responses were counted - in transfer, 
the number of trials to, relearn were counted .. 
The stimulus-color group and the stimulus-response-
same co1o:r group both name.d 95% of the response'S: correctly. 
The l!esponse-color group named three more responses or 
~1% correctly •. The stimulus-nesponse color group had the 
least; number of correct responses, 87% •. In comparing the 
number· o:f triaJls, to) relearn,, none of the gi,oups·' scores 
were, more, than 2 tria]s apart.. The performance of t'he 
stimulus-respons& color group again lagge-d sli"ghtly behin!l; 
the Gltihers.. Color as a relevant or· frrelevant variable 
appeared to·. be equally e--:ffective: •. 
Rudnick, Porter.·, and Suydan (1973) I?eviewed irhe· 
literature an color meaningfulness .. They studied the 
contrro.rersy of black. and white versus color in pi:'ctoriaI-
pnesentations as enhanceers of learning.. From their· review, 
they drew the f'O'llo:wing conclusions: (l):c color may be 
usef'ul!. when it is used to:, emphasize learning cues,, (2) 
colo:r can serve aS' a distractor from other important cues, 
(!} color is generally preferred by learnexs,, (4) CO'.l!or 
effe-cts· the emotion of viewers .. 
The ~xistenee o:f color pre-:ferences and their ef'fect$ 
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cm,, a learning problem is an extension il©> the assumption o,f 
color meaningfulness~ H.J .• Eysenck (1941) determine·d 
color preference by asking subjects to rank colo:r in order· 
o:f pre-ferencei.. Eysenck ran a rank cornelati_on test of the 
data and found a general order of pre.ference for his group-, 
as• follows; blue, red,. green, violet, orange, and yellow. 
He also· ran the same correlation on similar studies and· 
found the order of preference to be very much like the 
rankings of his o.wn study •. By further integrating the 
result's 01f his study with the findings of other researchers, 
he drew the following conclusions: (]) there were no, 
racial differences in color preference,, (2) pre:!f'efences-- for 
menn~dc1women are similar,, (3') pr.eference for· any color 
varies inversely with the luminosity factor of that color·, 
(4) there is a direct relation between liking for a color 
and iits diffe'l'entiation from white and ( 5) subsidiary to, 
the general prei'erence for co]ors is the fact that the 
general population seems to ibe divided into tho:se who, 
prefe.r saturated colors and those) whO' pre.fer unsaturated 
colors, (tints, and shades).. Eysenck then provided an 
argument fn favo-r of the existence of color prei'e:rence for· 
the general popW.:ation and aISO' provided an explanation for 
points· of variation in individual. cases· .. 
The- findings mf Walton, Guilford, and Guilford (1933)'1 
agree with this research and provide additiona.lL explanatfons 
for variations withini the general popuJJationh Using a 
forced-cho1ice presentation o:f 1!8 spectral hues on cards 
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in pairs, they discovered the same reversal in: order· of 
color pre-f'erences between men and women as· did Eysenck •. 
Women· pr~erred yellow more than orange; men, orange more: 
than: yellow.. Walton, et al •. also·· found that color 
pneference for women has more of a tendency to·, fluctuate. 
from one year--to another than for men; that individuall 
differences in color· pneferences·, within any one year are.· 
equal for both sexes; and that color pre:ferences may be 
influenced by social conditions·, environmental factors, and 
biO'J.ogical traits-•. 
Walton,, et al •. and Eysenck investigated the gen&ral 
nature of color pireferences •. Suchman and Trabass~ (1966) 
considered colo.r preferences as related to· cue function, 
i .. eh as· an irrelevant and relevant factor in a sorting 
task. All.though their study involved a comparison o:f 
preferred dimensions rather than preferred colors, they 
provide a hypoi;hesis to explain the relationshipibet.ween 
relevance and preferenceh They claimed the subject attends 
tm the relevant pr.eferre.d stimulus first as a basis of 
response, and, t_herefore•, pe•rformance; fs faci:J:itated.. If 
the prefe-rred stimill'us-. is i'rrelevant, attention tOJ it 
wo:ulli,:lead to:- errors and slow down performance.. Regairdless 
o:f whether the preferred dimension was color or !fl'orm,. they 
found tha~ when the preferred dimensions were irrelevant 
peTformance was· retarded. 
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The• abov1;1 review indicates that colo:r as a relevant 
factor ehllances, performance and implies· a contradiction 
concerning the effect of color as an irrelevant stimulus •. 
When. the effe.ct of color on performance was evaluated by 
employing it as a relevant versus an irrelevant factor, 
nm differences were found by Dulsky (l:935) •. Other studies 
revealed a competitive or distracting effect for color 
when used as an irrelevant stimulus. To• investigate this 
contradiction; the comparison 01' an irrelevant co1or 
stimulus with a eontroll stimulus is necessary •. 
Furthermore, there is the question of the possible effect. 
of confounding preferred or nonpre:t'erred co1or with 
irrelevant co:I:or· as a sti"mulus.. Therefo-re, the purpose, of 
this study was to investigate: the effect of both preferred 
and nonpreferred color as an irrelevant bac:j!:"gnound stimulus 





A totaJJ. of 33.8 students in various sections of 
psychology and special education at Morehead Stat.a 
University participated in -the screening phase of -this 
st.udy. Of these·· 33.ff- students·,. 226 were: females,. 11'2 were 
males. Si~ty subjects were selected from the· 3.38· t'o 
undergOJ paired associate:; learning.. There were 49; females 
and 111.males participating in this learning phase; o:£ the 
e~eriment.. They ranged in age: from L.'7 to· 50) years,,, 
averagfng 22;~.4:6 ye-ar!f.. The 60 subjects- were divided to 
make up, :;s groups of 20 subjects· each.. The average age per 
group1 was 22..IO! years for preference subjects, 21.55 fOJr 
nonpreferenca subjects,, and 2:5' •. 7.5' for the controll. group:.. 
Apparatus 
Threei memory drum tape.s-, varying fn background co:lfllr 
onliy (green, yellow, and white),, we-re constructed for 
presentation of the stimuli.. Background colors for· trigrams 
were chosen om the basis· of the screening test resuJJ:lis •. 
Each tape was- unifOl'lllly Iettered in 6 var:l:ati'onsi on- tria])s· 
of the· Jlist: of 6 eve trigram pairs.. (See Appendix: A.); The 
~ eve pairs were selected with the aid of meaningfulness· 
association norms as determined by E.J •. Archer· (I960). 
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Each trigral!l was selected from the level of medium 
association values ranging from 50 to 63. (See Appendix :a) 
Paf:cs of trigrams were matched so,that no letter in a 
stimulus term was repeated in the response term for that 
pair. The arrangement of the paired associate terms 
within trial lists was made such that no: pair followed the 
same pair more than once fo.r the total of 6 triaJJs or 
36 presentations~ 
The tapes wene constructed to fit the sprocketed 
wheel of a Lafayette memory drum •. The sprocket-fed 
canttnuous tape ·was typed with the stimulus-response pairs 
appropriately spaced on the tape such that either· the 
stimulus term, a stimulus-response pair, or the blank 
space between tr:Uars appeared in the window in the cover 
with each movement o:f the wheel'.. The memory, drum tape was 
typed toJ allow'tne presentatfon of a stimulus term alone 
followed by the presentation of the stimulus-nesp:onse pair 
together. The adjustable timer connected to the wheel was 
set tm turn the wheel at ah2-2 rate for presentation of 
the stfmulus and stimulus-response terms. Each trial was-
fo-llowed by a 4-second inter-trial interval •. 
Coil.or Preference Testing 
The color· prefe,rence test was created for this 
experiment to:i determine the more· preferred and less 
piteferred colors of each subject, The test consisted of 
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72 coil.or combinations o:f 9·· basic colors including red, 
orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, black, brown,and 
white. (See Appendix C.) A display board o:f col!o.r samP'les 
waS' presented when the test was given with the colors 
corresponding to.· those used as background in paired 
associate learning as well as to·· those listed on the test·. 
At this point, the subject was, instructed trn choose a 
pref'erred color in each pair on the basis of the array 
displayed.. Figure 11 is· a rep-Iica o:f the color displ!ay 
board used,, Each of the 72, 2-color combinations was 
listed such that every color was combined with every other 
color. Each combination waB' I:isted twice,, re,versing the 
order of the two colors in the second lfsting., This method 
of presentation was utilized in testing for color 
p-references by Wal ton, et a.l1.. (1933) •. Such an ordering of 
presentation circumvented the effect of firetness o:r-
lastness and also-allowed a check for consistency of 
re-sponse, assuming 'that a subject should make the same 
choice between the same two colors the second time it is 
listed. Each time a CO'lor was chosen, it, was assigned l 
point~ Thus the highest possibJJe score f.or a s:!;'ngle color 
was I6 and the lowest, ~. For this exp-eriment ,, a m011e· 
preferred color waS' a color for Which the subje"Ct had a 
scare o:f 12 or greater., A :iless preferned color was a col(!r 
fo-r which the subject had a score o:f ~p or lesB'.. For each 
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subject, the highest score then indicated the most prefe,rred 
and the lowest, the least preferred col.or.. Subjects were 
not necessarily run on their most or least preferred color 
but did run on a color which conformed with the definition 
as described here for a more or less preferred color. 
Design and Procedure 
In Phase I of this study, 338 students were screened 
by means o:r the color preference test as detailed in the 
preceding section.. Each subject also- completed a brief 
, ·r questionnaire. (See Appendix C.) Students were not used in 
the second phase; if they did not display the needed 
preference or nonpreference according to· the criteria; if 
they admitte_d a visual problem which had not been corrected; 
or if they showed a preference for black or white •. Those 
showing black or white preferences were not used in order 
to maintain a control group, whose stimuli differed as e. 
whole from the preference group. Sixty subjects were 
selected to, participate in the paired associate learning 
task on the basis of a preference or nonpreference for 
yellow or green. Thus a subject in this second phase was 
either green preferred (G:e:), yellow preferred (YP')', green· 
nonpreferre:d (GNP'), or yellow nonpreferred (YNP) •. S.b.bjects 
were then: drawn randomly from the GP·,. YP, GNP,. YNP· groups 
and l!illa·ced in= one o:r the three major groups; control, 
preference or nonpreference.. An equal number of GP and YP 
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subjects- were placed in· the pre:ferenoe group, - 10' GP and 
10 n·. Sfmil!arJ,'y', an equal number o:f GNP' and YNP· subjects 
wene placed in the nonpre:ferenoe group,- 10 GNP and 10 YNP. 
This- di vision- a::f the• pre:ference and nonpneference· gJl'Ollps, 
by coilonr (,green and yellow) delineated the boundaries 
:for 2' subgrouPB" within bo:th ai' the experimental. oondi tions 
(pne·:ference and nonp:119:ferenoe):.. In· thB' oontrC!lil:. grouP',- a 
balanc&- en' all possible combinations olf subject factors 
(oO'Jlor and preferenoe/nonpreferenoe for that color): was 
achieved by placing in it 5 GP' subjects, 5 YP subjects-, 
5 GNP s.ubjeots, and 5' YNP subjects.. In the preference 
group-, the background stimulus· consisted o'lf the more 
pre:f.'erre:d color according tai the particular subject,, 
yell'ow or green.. In the nonpreferenoei group,, the back-
ground stimulus consisted en' the l!ess preferred oolM" 
:;recording to the particular subject., yellow or green •. 
Therefore, in both these: groups, some subjects learned the 
trigrams Iist with green b~ckground ,. some with yel]ow 
background.. In t-he control group; the background stimulus 
was white· as is common to the typical reading or learning 
situation •. These three groups with yellow, and green 
subgroupB for the experimental conditions, define the 
design for this study •. 
To) initiate, paired associate learning,, the same 
instructional paragraph was read to all subjects in all:. 
groups. During the course of paired associate learning, 
the experimenter was unaware of the groupiassignment OJf 
any particular subject since the data collection sheet at 
this point did not indicate any more than the color of 
tape to, be used in the memory drum. {See Am,endfx D for 
instructions and data collection sheet~)· Following the 
instruct1·011!3, each subject in each group, received one, 
o-rientati'on trial:., during which pronuncfations were 
established. A~ter the orientation· trial, the subject 
a1tempted to anticipate the response term by pronouncing 
aloud those response terms; that could be :iJdentified 
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during the 2-second presentati!on of the stfmulus term,, 
before the pair appeared together in the window of the 
memory drum. This procedUl'e continued until the subject 
had named the response term successful]y for each of the 6 
terms within a tria]. The dependent variable during 
acquisition was the number·01f trials to the criterion of 
one perfect repetition of the paired associate list •. 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
Co-lor Pne:ference Testing 
The, color scores for· each of the nfne• co-rors used 
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in the· preference testing we-re t:abulated fOll" al]. 338 
subjects taking the co-lor. preference test... (Se-e Tables 
3-l:9"), Appendix- E~): The me-ans: of the scores for each cO'.J)or 
for theJ 33ffi subjects indicated an order of preference as 
fallows; (l)', blue-, (2) :tted,, (3) orange, C.4} purpl!e,, 
(5) green,, (6)" brown, (7)' white, (8) yellow, and (9)· black .. 
This is depfcted in Figune 2.. The, color· scores of female 
(n:226} and' male (:n:112)" subjects- were sorted from the 338: 
to.:tiafil tu:, whom the color pneference test was administered •. 
Ttm total was tabulated and the mean score calculat-ed for 
each olf' the nine colors for the separate male· and female 
groups .. Figure 3: demonstrates the differences in prefe.11-
ences as determined by this particular measure,. Thene was 
only-- one nevensal' mf the order olf preference fn the mean 
scores of the male grouP' as companed to, those mf the total 
group, - black was pneferred over yellow.. For the females,, 
there were two reversals fn the order o.f preference as: 
compared to the total group-. Green was- m=e preferred than 
purpl:e and yellow more than white, among the 226 femal'es •. 
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COLORS PRESENTED TO SUBJECTS 
Figure 2. Mean preference scores for each of nine colors resulting 
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COLORS PRESENTED TO SUBJECTS 
Figure 3. Mean preference scores for each of nine colors resulting 
from forced choice decisions on 72-pairs of these colors by 112 males 
and 226 females. 
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fn the order oi' preference :for purple and green as well as-
:fOI"' white•,, yellow, and black •. Blue, red, and orange, 
respectively, were the mo"I:e pr.ed'erred colors :for bo:th male 
and :female subjects~ 
In addition t~ the male-female differences in color 
pr.e:ference-., the preferences :for the colors used in paired 
asso·ciate learning wer.e considered :for each of the 4 
experimental: §Ubgroups (n=lO:) and for the control group, 
(n::20)'.. Figure ¢ shows the mean preference score on white, 
yellow, and green for ea.ch o:f the 5 paired associate 
Iearning groups.. The :figure re;v.;ealls the expected extremes· 
for the green preference (GP') and green nonpreference (GNP) 
subjects· on green choices· as welI. as, the expected extremes 
for the yellow preference (YP) and yellow nonI!re'.ference. 
(YNP) subjects, on yellow cho·ices, i •. e·~,, high scores :for 
preference subjects and low scores :for·nonpreference 
subjects,_.; The Yl'. and YNP· subjects" scores on green choices 
f'ell withiin the neutral range of sco:res, i •. a •. , above the 
nonpreference maximum of 4 and below the preference-, 
minimum o:f 12'. Similarly, the GP and GNP subjects•· scores; 
on yellow choices fell wfthin the neutrall range~ The 
control subjects•· scores fell within the neutral range for 
green and yello.w choices and just within the nonp-neference 
range for white choices.. For whi'te pireferencSJ among the, 
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Figure 4. Mean preference scores for the three colors used as 
background in paired associate learning (green, white, and 
yellow), for each of the five groups - green preference (GP), 
yellow preference (VP), green nonpreference (GNP), yellow 
nonpreference (YNP), and control (C). 
below or abo:ve nonpnef'erence muimum~ The· one e:xice.ption 
i's the GNP. group with a mean white preference score of 
6 - within the neutral range but bellow the mfdpolint of the 
neutral r.ange (B') ., Although the GNP.' groupi shows more of' a 
tendency toward preference for white than the other groups, 
this tendency is sright w,ith a small actual difference 
between white preferences of' GNP subjects and subjects of 
the other graupg,.. The difference in preferences for 
paired associate subjects was as expected according t01 the 
criterfa for subject seiDection and this factor was not; 
considered further~ 
Paired Associate Learning 
Pnior· to, the analysis of the main contra~ and 
experimental conditions, analysis was made a£ the 
subsidiary factor, age.. Al though originally an attempt; 
was, made toJ balance the age factor among "!1he p;,eference 
(P)', nonpreference (:NP),, and contro-Jl (C) groups,, it was, 
o:bserved that- this balance may not have been carried over 
in the GB, YP, GNP, and YNP subgroups.. A two:-way analysis 
of' vaniance was undertaken to-. determine if ages o-f the 
yell!ow subgroups differed significantly from the ages of' 
the green· subgroups~ (See Tables 20-22, App~ndix F for· age 
dajja;.) No· significant difference~wae found for the P vs-· •. 
NP· comparison· or for the interaction of the experimental!. 
conditions (P, NP) with yell:ow/gneen background,. F <1 .. 00, .. 
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. 
HSMever,, the subjects who-, re·ceived yellow stimuli (YP, YNP) 
we-re found to: be significantly younger than subjects who 
re-ceived green stimuli (GP·, GNP), F(l,,%)'.-::.g•.25, p1< .. 01° .. 
(See Tablle 2:5', App-endi~ G for summary.) Because OJf' thig, 
significant finding, a Pearson r co.rrelation was 
cal'cHJ1ated_ for the entire 60-subj ect population t-o 
determine if age correlated with performance in paired 
associate:- learning (trials to:- criterion).. Such a 
correlation did not appear tOl exist· ( r:. .. 062),, and this 
variable was not considered further .. 
The performance OJf' both experimental groups may be 
compared with the contro-1 group:- through inspection OJf' 
Figune, 5. This figurer presents the mean number o,f trials 
to: crfterion· characteristic of the :g, NP, and· the C 
group-a.. (See Tables 20-22, Appendix F for raw dat~' The 
figure reveals that p-erformance levels for the control!. and 
preference groups were similar .. However, there was a 
notable amount af divergence betwee11- the. perfo.rmance levels 
of both OJf' these group-a and that of the nonp11eference group·. 
The NP group, learned the paired associate: list at, .a faster 
rate than did the C or· P grou:p-•. 
A twm-way analysis OJf' variance was-: computed toJ test 
the p-erformance level of the P group, against that of the NP 
group-'.. A se.condary purpose o:f this statisticll,]J. test was to1 
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GROUPS PARTICIPATING IN PAIRED ASSOCIATE LEARNING 
Figure 5. Mean number of trials to the criterion of one 
perfect trial for each of the 3 groups participating in 




per:formance; al'. subjects run on one specific color aS' 
~:p-crsed tm :!Ille other color.. The first between factor 
related to whether "!7he background cc,,lor was pre:fervetl or 
no:t. preferred :for that subject" The second bert:ween factor 
dealt with the specific background color employed,, i • .e", 
green or yellow.. (A summary mf this two-way analysis of 
variance is presented in Table·. 24 ,, Appendix;: H.) The e:f:fect 
o1f' P versus NP approached but did no:t attain cronventional 
levels- olf signi:ficance, F(l,36):: 2' • .89,, .J.0) p ).05 .. 
Neither the ef:fect: o:f ccrlor· nor the intevactian between 
CO'l'OT· and preference were signi:ficant, F < l"00 .. 
In addition·, Dunnett.•·s t--t:ests- were run to evaluate 
the di:fference between per:formance by the P group) and the 
C group. Each o:f the experimental groups: were subdivided 
according tOJ the background co.lor use:d, i •. e •. , green c,r 
yellow.. Neither· the GP grOll!)} nor the YP grcrup) differed 
signi;t'.icantly :from the C group-,: t < 1 •. 000., A Dunnett' s t 
was· ail!so> run to• evaluate differences beltween the GNP group) 
performance and the C group per:formance and showed a 
t(37): 2 •. 010, .10 )pi ) • .05, approaching but not attaining 
signi:ficance •. Similarly, the YNP group1was- compared with 
the C grcrupi with a resulting t(37)= 2,264, p-,( • .05. 
Thus the similarity olf pevformance by the P group 
and the C group:i noted in Figure 5 was suppollted by the lack 
o:f statistical difference between. the GP or YP groups and 
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the contrctll. groupi., Further, the acceler.ated lear.ning 
demonstrated by the NP group:, in Figure 5 was substantiated 
by the· statistical:. test employed.. Comparisons· between the 
per:f'OTl!lance of' the NP versus, the P groups and between· the 
GNP subgroup· versus· the contrO"l grouP' approach signi:f'icanceh 
The mo"St reliable difference was· found between the YNP 
subgroup: versus the control grouw performance which 
achieved the •. 05 level of' prcrbabili ty •. Ffnally; al though 
there was a significant difference in age between the 
yellow and green subgroups, the Pearson r correlati0n 




The- results- of thi~ study indicate, a gene,ral 
agreement between the coior pre~erences of this pupulation 
and the subjects used by Eysenck (194l:). As may be noted' 
by observ:ation of -Figure l, saturation of the; colors use:d 
in this study vary •. The differences between preferences 
of the subjects of these two·, studies may be attibuted not 
only to, saturation variations within the c.oil.or grouping o.f 
this study· but may also:, be attributed to: differences in the 
co,Iors of this study as compared to, those: of Eysenck's 
study.. The· differences between Solso,'s (1968)\ high 
meani"ngfulness dichotomy (re:d, blue:, green; and yellow): and 
such a dichotomy for this study (red, blue, pµrpl~ and 
orange:) may rely ·solely on differences- in: saturation among 
the colors pxesented in this study, i.e •. Solso· presented 
only the name of the color and not the color itself to, the 
subject.. However, this difference may also: signify the: 
difference between meaningfulness of a color· as deter.mined 
by Solso:, and pref'erence for a color as determined in the: 
course: o.:f this study •. 
In, addition to the concurrence of color preference 
with the norm established by Eysenck, both nonpre:ferred 
subgroups (GNP and YNP) were observed to attain a higher 
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]eve,l of· performance in comparison with both the contro] 
group, and the preference group, in paired associate 
learning.. The YNP group,-wi th-co.ntrol: comparison attained 
significance at the • .05 level.. At the same time,, a very 
small observable: difference existed between performance by 
the preference grou!)) and by the control group, in paire:d 
associate: learning. This difference was not statistically 
significant~ The> pneceding relationships suggest-. that 
nonprefe-rred color as- an irrelevant background in this 
paired associate, learning task may have fapili tated 
le-arning. 
However, there is one element of the control group 
which needs examination. The control group,as previously 
described was made uv, of an equar number of subjects who, 
were either green or yellow, preferred or- nonpreferred •. 
In addition, all subjects either·showed a nonpr.eference for 
black and white or were at: least measured to) be neutral in 
preference for black and white. The· background stimulus for 
the control group'was white~ Thus the control grou:p,while 
using the color background common fn a learning situation', 
tends to,be a nonpreference group.. This situation 
com!)'licates the exp]anation of an effect with nonpreferred 
background color.. Therefore, the results indicate-: three 
main considerations for this study.. Ffrst, what possibie 
explanations exist for the higher levels of performance 
attained by the nonpreference group1i' Second, why did the 
control group perform at the lowest level as ,compared to 
the, other twm groups in paired associate learning when it 
was inherently a nonprecferred groupi? Third, what 
exp]anations can, be given· for the YNP' grouw achieving 
significance in comparison with the contrO'l group-when the 
GNP' groupi did not •. 
For the three groups the best performance was that 
of the nonpreference group, CNP) , foilowe:d by the preference 
group (P): and finally the control group, (C)\~ Be-cause the 
preferred color group did not perform significantly or 
noticeably better than the control group,, it seems that 
colOT as a background was insufficient by itself to) 
increase., the rate o'f learning., Color, in general, may 
hav.e, both the ability to hold attention and at an extreme 
ta, distract attention from the task.. The distracting 
quality o'f a color as background appears tmbe greater 
f= a pfeferred colqr than for a nonpreferred color.. This 
distracting quality may have subtracted from the positive 
effect, of the atte~tion holding factor which at a 
reasonable level accelerated performance. This hypothesis 
concurs with the conclusions of the study by Suchman and 
Trabasso1 (1966} •. The subject may attend more tm the color, 
if it is a IIDeferred color, than .ta, the learning situation 
as a whole •. P-erhaps the addition, of a nonpreferred color 
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at! background created a distfnctfve situatfon - while the· 
addition o-f a preferred color produced a reactfon to- a 
distinctive situation fn additfon to the learning 
situation.. Apparently, the reactfon to· a preferred colo-i,· 
(distraction) was quite· strong, since there was very 
little difference between the preference group, performance 
and control group performance, and much mom,) differencei 
between· performance by the nonprei'erence group, and 
performance by both the control and preference groups. 
Returning to the complication- of having used a 
control groul)' which inherently tends tm be· a nonpreference 
' 
group, one po-ssible explanation arises. Variation from 
the usual or expected situation in paired associate 
learning may have been a factor •. Because the contro,1 
groupi had white as a background color it did not contain 
withfn, the stimulus comp1ex this element o-f novelty~ Ccrlor 
not only had the element of novelty, but also seems to, 
have the power to evoke emotion or a reaction~ Rudnick, 
Porter; and Suy.dan (1973) suggested earlier that color had 
this emotional power·~ Thus in paired associate learning, 
the nonpreferred color· subjects' attention appears to be 
drawn:to the learning situation by the novel use of color 
while, the preferred co"lor subj ecte I attention is drawn to, 
the colGr, distracting them from the learning situation •. 
The basis o-f the attention holding factor iappears to be 
novelty •. This, then may account for differences in 
performance by the color groups, preference vs. 
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non preference; as well as the low level of performance- for 
the inherently nonpreferred control_ group-.. 
Because, of the inherent nonpreference nature of the 
contrO'l group one other factor might have been considered 
in the design of this study.. Possibly, the inclusion of 
a control group, composed of subjects run on a color to 
which they were neutral in preference would have permitted 
a broader evaluation of the effect of color as apposed to 
preference or nonpreference for that caTor .. Hypo-
thetical]y, this group, would have been expected to, attain 
higher levels of performance than did the preference group·. 
Actually, the results of this experiment can be 
evaluated only in terms of pensons wh~ do not like white •. 
According to the color preference testing, this is the 
trend for the 338 subjects tested.. A more complete 
evaluation might- be made if separate groups of nonpref;. 
erence, preference and control subjects were tested 
including persons who:i like white-, and persons whai showed 
neutrality to white .. 
Another facto.r which may be of importance concerns 
the general population's preference-- (338 tested) acrass 
the spectrum af colors used in thi:s study.. It may be, 
recalled that SolsOJ (1968) determfned performance tm bee 
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better with thocie, stimulus terms which had the more highly 
meaningful: colors as background.. Also, not.e that the> group 
crf cmlors• highly preferred as determined in the CC!'lor 
prei'eTence testing crf this study· if dichc:,,tomized as in 
80'.lso I er study wo:uJ;d include; blue, red, orange and purple. 
Neither of the colors used in the, paired associate 
learning o1' this experiment match thOcle' highly preferred 
eo,Iors for the general, 338-subject p01JU].ation.. To, draw 
a conclusion that WGltl]d appl!y to, the genin·al popullatfon 
concerning a relationshfpi bet.ween preference for a color 
and learning,, it· wo.ul'd sirem likely that a color highly 
preferred by the general popuiation- shouJ!.d have been used 
as wel] as a low preferred color.. Note however, that 
green was 5th in order of preference and just missed the 
dichotomized highly preferred level,. Of course, the 
above discussion· is based on· the assumption that: 
meaningfulne13s as determined by Solso; is somewhat 
synonymous with preference as determined by this study .. 
Continuing on that assumption, note that there are 
ma:te-female· dfffe-rences in choice of coil.or preferences 
which may be signiffcant.. For examp-1:e, green for females-
did fall intm the upper bracket crf highly preferred colors .. 
Since. this study was largely compase,d of female subjects 
(:49·, out 0£ 60") - use_, of green· may satisfy the need to-, use 
a generall'y highly preferred colar.. Still!. green is- at the 
bottom o:f that dichotomy and when differences between 
indiv:idual: colors (g11een vs. yelllow) we.re tested, no 
significant differences were indicated (Table 2~) •. 
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Herein, may lie the explanation for ~he difference, between 
the, YNP achieving a significant difference at the .05 level 
and the GNP me:rely, approaching a difference at that level,, 
when comparing performance of those groups with thEJ: 
contro-ll.. Perhaps a gradation in performance levels o:ccurs 
according to the gradation of coil.or preference along the 
spectrum for the general po-pulation •. 
R8'.ferring again to; the male-female ratio:; the 
O'Ccurrence of 6 out o:f ]l! males participating as 
nonpreference group• members may be no-table~ Three males 
participated as P gro:up, members with an average score o,~· 
31. and two-· males participated as· C group members· with an 
average score of IS •. Howev:er, the range of paired 
associate learning scores for males runs from 6 to 57 
triells, the upper level being the highest score for any 
subject.:.. Since· the average score of the NP gro:up:, for males 
was 9~66 as compared to·, 17 for the entire male grouP', the 
male-female ratim does not seem to be an influencing 
factor.. Rather, the lower scores· for the nonpreference 
males can be attributed to,the influence of that particular 
experimental condition as can lthe lower scores of the 
female:s in: that gro:uP'• Further the difference in the YNP 
(2 males)' and the GNP (4 males) with the, YNP performance 
]e:vel slightly, higher. indicates that the increased number 
o:f males _i'or the entir~ NP group, was not an influencing 
1'ac1ior in the hi'gher level'. of pe111'ormance, (lower scores), 
attained in comparison tOJ the- p· and C groups .. 
In· re1'erence· 1ioJ the, dii':f"erence between perlormance, 
by the· GNP gro:upi and performance• by the YNP group, the: 
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size· of the subgroups must be· considere:d.. The difference, 
is only important; because the YNP grouI!J perfo,rmance· 
aohieve:d significance, at. 11he: •. OS leve-1 when: compared with 
control gro:upi performance; while, the1 GNP·· group, performance-
approached significance e.t; this· revell. when campe.rerd with 
controlJ. gro:up pellformance:.. The actualJ. difference is very 
smmlll as the t.-val uesi :fio-r· the two, subgroup, (,GNP and YNP) 
comparisons with control v:e.r.ied by .25'.. When, th~ 
20~subject NP group,was divided into subgroups according tOJ 
thei colornonpnei!erred and consequently according tOJ the' 
ca-lo.r· used as background {green or· yeil.Ia,w)•,, the subgro.ups 
each contained IlCY· subjects.. Since the group• performance 
(NP') was analyzed ste.tistical]y on the basis 011' the· 
small'e:r· subgroups (n = ]O') and since: the GNP-YNP difference: 
is· only impoTtant in• x,egard to achieving statisticall 
significance when these subgroups were: compare-d with the 
control group, the difference in GNP and YNP Performance, 
was pno:bably due trn the small:. size o:f the group.. A 
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subgroup, size·· of' ll!, Ol' more- should have beem employed .. 
One final factor· to· be considered is that o'f age .. 
The, resuI:ts, of thi's study indicated that age did not 
correlate with performance although there· was a difference 
b8'1iween the agea o'f the yellow subgroups (YP, YNP). and the 
ages of the green subgroups (GP, GNP) ,. with the yel!l!ow 
subgro:uptr significantly youngeT'.. Because the· performance 
rever&. of the· preference· subgroups wer8l aqua] despite, the 
a;ge, diffferences·,, this, lack olf correlation within the P 
subgroups between· age and performance appears to support 
the· resu]ts· o'f the correiation computeu for the P,. NP and 
C groups as a whol;e, mentioned abov-e·.. The-re• is ai. 
possibility that the effect of the C and P conditions t-o 
reJtand the, rat-e o'f l!~rning, may have obscured a 
correiation between age and performance •. Pe-rhapB' an 
interaction between age and nonpre'ferred couor as background 
exists- such that; age· may account for the slight diffenencei 
im the• performance o'f the YNP group, (attaiiling significance 
at the, •. 05 level.) and the GNP group, (approaching 
signifi canoe)\. Further, ail though there was na· correlation 
for the graupl as a whole· between performance• and age,, there· 
was .some indication that preference- for certain colors may 
cor:rre,late· with age, i ,.e, .. younger subj ecta, pl!'e'!f'er yel:Uow,. 
allder pre'!f'er· green,. Howaver, the subjects whOl do:· not, 
prefer green alSO) tend tO' be alder than subjects whrn da, not· 
prei'er· ye,llJowr .. 
In: summary, color· seems to-have the power to• enhance 
]]earning when: used as an irrele.vant background stimulus., 
It hascbeen hyport;heBized in the course• of this study that: 
learning is enhanced because· cO'lOT draws attention to1 thel 
learning task .. However., although preferred color· as a 
background stimulus. ma;w possess this, power of attention 
holding, it tends- to, be distracting in that, the attentfon 
is drawn tOJ the coil.or and less to· the leal!!ling situation 
as a who,le:.. Variation• from the standard or expected 
situation-. seems to-, be the basis· of this power to, ho-ld 
attention.. This may explain· why· the· contro,J: group: while; 
tend:l!ng to:, be a nonpreference group, (white· bacl!:gr,ound,, 
white· nonpre!f'erred) R9rformed at a level inferior tm that 
of t"he) NP group.. These con cl us ions; ha.we:ver, app-lly only 
VO) persons whO' do. not like white!' Finall!y,, in ~swer t:o-
the, questi'on· regarding the difference between performance 
of thS) NP subgroups when compa:t>ed with the, C group-,, onS> 
suggestion referred -trothe gradation of preference aero-es:, 
the spectrum, for the general poim.Iation.. Ye'1l<!W is a 
generally non preferred ca-.101'., In contrast, green, while, 
hot prei'erred by· this subgroup·, tends gener.al]y ta, be a, 
preferred color.. Thus, the e-i'fe:ct of a pref'arred color 
background t~ retard the learning rate may app,ly· in 
modification- acr.o~s 1ihe, spectrum of generally ~referred 
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co-!ors. Also suggested as an explanation for the YNP/GNP 
difference in· performance· was· the small: size of these 
subgroups as well as the difference between ages of the 
two, subgroups., The need for further research is indicated 
utilfzing a better balance of male and female subjects; 
a greater. number· of' subjects within the suggroups; a,. 
be,tter balance Olf' ages withi'n the subgroups; subjects who 
prefer as well as subjects wh~ are neutral ta,white; and 
employing co:l.ors which fall into; the more highly preferred 
category for the general populat:lion •. 
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APPENDIX A 
TRIGRAM TRIALS LIST' AS PRESENTED 




TRIGRAM TRIALS LIST AS PRESENTED 
Trial! I! Tria] 3 TriaJl 5 
BEM GUK FAH 
BEM - woe GUK - RYT FAH - QIN 
CYR' BEM MOX 
CYR - NUD BEM- woe MOX - TAW 
DIB FAH BEM 
DIB - KES FAH - QIN BEM - woe 
FAH CYR DIB 
FAH - QIN CYR - NUD DIB - KES 
GUK MOX GUK 
GUK - RYT MOX - TAW GUK - RYT 
MOX DIB CYR 
MOX - TAW DIB - KES CYR - NUD 
Trial 2' Trial!. 4 Trial. 6 
CYR MOX DIB 
CYR - NUD MOX - TAW DIB - KES 
GUK GUK MOX 
GUK - RYT GUK - RYT MOX - TAW 
DIB FAH CY~ 
DIB - KES FAH - QIN CYR - NUD 
BEM DIB FAH 
BEM - woe DIB - KES FAH - QIN 
MOX CYR DEM 
MOX - TAW CYR - NUD BEM - woe 
FAH BEM GUK 
FAH - QIN BEM - woe GUK - RYT 
APPENDIX B: 
eve TRIGRAMS AND ASSOCIATION NORM VALUES 




eve TRIGRAMS AND ASSOCIATION NORM VALUES 
Trigram Value Trigram Vall.ue 
BEM - 50' woe - 60 
CYR - 50l NUD - 63 
DIB', - 50 KES - 50 
FAH - 50) QIN - 50 
GUK - 50) RYT - 61 
MOX - - 50· TAW - 59· 
APPENDIX C 
COLOR PREFERENCE QUESTIONNAIRE, 
INSTRUCTIONS, AND TEST 
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NAME _________ ...;AGE:_~OREHEAD PHONE: ____ _ 
As- far as you know, have you ever had any color blindness 
problem_?_,----- Dro you have any other visual problems? 
Yes_ No_ If so·-, what? Circle one: astigmatism 
nearsightedness farsigh~edness depth perception other 
If so•,, has this been corrected by surgery, glasses, contact 
lenses· or other means? --------------------




I can be available for the second part of this experiment at 
the fbllowing times ••• (Please, enter times on each or any of 
the days you can be a:v:ailable·) 
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
NOTE THE 9 COLORS ON THE DISPLAY BOARD. THESE COLORS MATCH' 
THE COLORS LISTED ON THE NEXT PAGE. THERE ARE 72-COLOR PAIRS 
LISTED. CIRCLE THE ONE COLOR YOU LIKE THE BEST OF THE 2 COLORS 
IN EACH PAIR~ ACCORDING TO THE COLORS DISPLAYED. YOU WILL 
PROBABLY NOTICE THAT EACH COLOR APPEARS SEVERAL TIMES AND THAT 
EACH COLOR rs MATCHED WITH EVERY OTHER COLOR AT' LEAST ONCE. 
PLEASE MARK ONE COLOR IN EACH OF THE 72 PAIRS. 
5,1 
l! •. WHITE/RED 19. BROWN/WHITE 37. YELLOW/ORANGE 55, WHITE/BROWN 
2. ORANGE/YELLOW, 20 •. O~ANGE/BLUE 38', BLUE/GREEN 56. BLUE/ORANGE 
3,. GREEN/BLUE 2I,. YELLOW/PURPLE 39. BLACK/PURPLE 57. PURPLE/YELLOW 
4 •. PURPLE/BLACK 22. BROWN/BLUE 4CJ1. WHITE/BLUE 58, BLUE/BROWN 
' 
5, BLUE/WHITE 23,. BLACK/GREEN 41J,. ORANGE/RED 59:. GREEN/BLACK 
6,. RED/ORANGE 24,. WHITE/YELLOW 42 .. GREEN/YELLOW 60', YELLOW/WHITE 
7 •. YELLOW/GREEN 25, BLACK/ORANGE 43 .. PURPLE/BLUE 6]. ORANGE/BLACK 
8 .. BLUE/PURPLE 2 6 •. YELLOW /BLUE 44. RED/WHITE 62 •. BLUE/YELLOW 
9\, BLACK/BROWN 27(, BROWN/RED 45,. BROWN/BLACK 6,3. RED/BROWN 
10 •. GREEN/WHITE 28. GREEN/PURPLE 46,. WHITE/GREEN 64, PURPLE/GREEN 
11 .. BLUE/RED 29. BLACK/WHITE 47, RED/BLUE 65. WHITE/BLACK 
12 •. PURPLE/ORANGE 30'.. RED/GREEN 48. ORANGE/PURPLE 66. GREEN/RED 
1'3'. BLACK/YELLOW 31,. BROWN/ORANGE 49,., YELLOW/BLACK 67. ORANGE/BROWN 
14·. BROWN/GREEN 32',. PURPLE/WHITE 50). GREEN/BROWN 68,. WHITE/PURPLE 
15·,. WRITE/ORANGE' 3:3,. BLACK/RED 51. ORANGE /vlHI TE 69, RED/BLACK 
16 •. BROWN/PURPLE 34'.,. ORANGE/GREEN 52',. PURPLE/BROWN 70\ GREEN/ORANGE 
1 7.:. BLACK/BLUE 35~ BROWN/YELLOW 53:' .. BLUE/BLACK 71,. RED/PURPLE 
18,. RED/YELLOW 36. PURPLE/RED 54, YELLOW/RED 72',. YELLOW/BROWN 
Do·Not MaFk Below This Line! 
RED YELLOW ORANGE GREEN BLUE PURPLE BLACK BROWN WHITE 
APPENDIX D 
PAIRED ASSOCIATE LEARNING INSTRUCTIONS 
AND DATA COLLECTION SHEET 
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' ASSOCIATION LEARNING INSTRUCTIONS 
THIS IS A VERBAL LEARNING EXPERIMENT. WE ARE INTERESTED IN 
CERTAIN RELATIONSHIPS OF THE LEARNING PROCESS COMMON TO ALL 
PEOPLE AND WILL NOT BE EXAMINING YOURS IN PARTICULAR. WE 
ASK ONLY THAT· YOU TRY TO DO YOUR BEST AT ALL TIMES." IN 
THIS TASK, YOU WILL BE TRYING TO LEARN .§._PAIRS OF FAKE WORDS. 
EACH WORD WILL BE MADE UP OF l LETTERS.. THE WORDS WI-LL 
APPEAR HERE. (:pot:111t out window) 
DURING THE TASK, THE FIRST WORD OF A PAIR OF WORDS WILL BE 
SHOWN IN ONE OF THE WINDOWS OF THE MACHINE. NEXT, BOTH 
WORDS OF A PAIR WILL. lllE PRESENTED TOGETHER. YOUR JOB IS TO 
LEARN THE PAIRS SO THAT WHEN THE FIRST WORD. IS SHOWN ALONE, 
YOU WILL SAY THE SECOND WORD IN THE PAIR., THE PRESENTATION 
OF BOTH WORDS TOGETHER WILL. SHOW YOU IF YOU MADE THE R•IGHT 
ANSWER AND WILL HELP' YOU TO LEARN THE PAIRS •. 
FOR EXAMPLE , IF ~ WERE THE !:ST WORD AND !'.Qli THE 2ND WORD, 
ZAP WOULD APPEAR ALONE AND THEN ZAP. AND . POW WOULD APPEAR 
TOGETHER. EVERY TIME .YOU SEE ZATTOU SHOULD TRY TO SJ\Y 
POW BEFORE THEY APPEAR TOGETHER.°"" YOU MUST' GIVE YOUR . 
ANSWER WHILE ZAP IS PRESENTED ALONE TO BE" CORRECT. ~. 
# 
ZAP 
ZAP - POW 
* * 
(!his was pointed out ta: the subject wh:i:l!e the 
aboyW paragraph was read, alternately coveriin(( 
tl::ie 11epal"ate stimuli, a,s, appropriat,e) 
BECAUSE THESE ARE FAKE WORDS, WE EXPECT PRONtJNCIATIONS TO 
DIFFER. FOR THA~- REASON, WE WILL GO THROUGH"·'.llHE ENTIRE 
LIST ,OF WORDS ONCE,, W_ITH' YOU PRONOUNCING THE .WORDS ALOUD, 
THIS WAY WE WILL BOT:W, KNOW HOW YOU ARE G:OING TO PRONOUNCE 
THE FAKE WORD. AFTER WE HA VE COMPLETED "THE FIRST TRIAL 
WITH YOU-PRONOUNCING THE WORDS ALOUD, I WILL SAY, "You 
may now begin ];earning the pairs·." _ AT' THIS POINT, YOU 
MAY'CONTINUE TO PRONOUNCE THE WORDS AS THEY APPEAR. ONCE 
YOU KNOW EVEN ONE PAIR, YOU SHOULD BEGIN TO ANSWER EVERY 
TIME THE FIRST WORD. IN THE PAIR APPEARS~- REMEMBER, DURING 
THE TASK YOU WILL SEE A TOTAL OF.§. PAIRS'OF WORDS LIKE ZAP 
AND POW. THESE SAME 6 PAIRS.WILL BE PRESENTED SEVERA:D TIMES 
BUT WILL BE IN DIFFERENID ORDERS EACH1 TIME. THE SAME WORDS 
WILTI,ALWAYS BE MATCHED AND THE FIRST WORD OF THE PAIR ·WILL 
ALWAYS BE THE FIRST'WORD~ IT IS THE ORDER·OF THE PAIRS 
WITHIN THE LIST WHICH WILL CHANGE •. DON'T GET DISCOURAGED 
IF YOU FIND THAT" YOU l'fAVE DIFFICULTY IN LEARNING THE PAIRS 
DURING THE FIRST FEW PRESENTATIONS. THIS ·SOMETIMES SEEMS 
TO TAKE LONGER THAN IT REALLY IS •. JUST DO THE BEST THAT 
YOU CAN. REMEMBER, YOU WILL ALWAYS BE .SEEING THE SAME 6 
PAIRS. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, GO AHEA,D AND ASK, EVEN 
IF THE MACHINE IS RUNNING. 
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DATA COLLECTION SHEET 




TRIALS TO CRITERION: 
TRIAL ]_ TRIAL 6. TRIAL 11 TRIAL 16 TRIAL 21 TRIAL 26 woe ___ KES .:..::_ QIN-_ TAW RYT NUD -N1JD TAW TAW RYT woe RYT -· woe - QIN= QIN= KES KES _ NUD_ ~ QIN __ QIN_ KES KES 
~ 
NUD woe 
RYT woe RYT NUD TAW TA'W 
TAW RYT NUD -· woe KES QIN -
TRIM. 2 TRIAL 7 TRIAL 12' TRIAL ]7' TRIAL 22 TRIAL 27 
NUD woe KES: QIN_ TAW RYT -RJ'.T NUD TAW TAWi RYT woe -· QIN-ICES KES_ NUD woe QIN 
woe QIN_ QIN KES KES NUD-
TAW: RYT woe RYT NUD TAW 
QIN= TAW RYT - NUD woe KES _, -
TRIAL 3 TRIAL 8 TRIAL 13 TRIAL 18 TRIAL 23'. TRIAL 28 
RYT - NUD -· woe KES· QIN TAW woe RYT NUD TA•W - TAW- RYT 
QIN_ KES KES' -- NUD woe QIN= ------ -NUD -· woe ----• QIN QIN KES KES TAW TAW RYT woe RYT NUD 
KES QIN= TAW RYT NUD woe 
TRIAL 4 TRIAL 9 TRIAL ],1: TRIAL 19., TRIAL 24 TRIAL ;29 
TAW RYT NUD woe KES QIN ' RYT woe RYT NUD TAW TAW' -
QIN_ QIN"= KES KES NUD woe 
KES NUD woe QIN - QIN - KES 
NUD TAW TAW RYT- woe RYT woe KES 
--'-· QIN= TAW RYT NUD 
TRIAL 5 TRIAL 10 TRIAL 15 TRIAL 201 TRIAL 25 TRIAL 30l 
~i:- TAW --- RYT NUD woe KES RYT woe RYT - NUD TAW woe QIN= QIN KES KES NUD 
- KES KES NUD woe QIN - QIN 
RYT == NUD TAW == T/Hf == RYT == woe== 
NUD woe - KES QIN TAW RYT 
APPENDIX E 
RAW DATA FROM' COLOR PREFERENCE TESTING 
OF 338 SUBJECTS. 
TABLE 3 
COLOR PREFERENCE SCORES FOR SUBJECTS #l - #20 
Subject # Red Yell ow Orange Green Blue Purple Black 
l 6 9 8 14 16 11 2 
2 8 4 12 14 16 10 0 
3 Tl 8 10 14 16 7 0 
4 15 7 14 13 lO 6 0 5 8 l 6 14 16 12 4 6 5 8 10 16 14 0 3 7 7 11 10 14 16 5 l 8 7 5 10 13 14 15 0 














































COLOR PREFERENCE SCORES FOR SUBOECTS #21 - 40 
Subject # Red Yell ow Orange Green Blue Purple Black Brown White 
21 15 l 10 l 14 13 5 7 6 
22 13 3 11 0 9 12 5 12 7 
23 16 8 11 0 12 6 4 13 2 
24 13 2 16 0 10 12 4 9 6 
25 3 10 11 0 16 14 8 3 7 
26 16 2 10 0 14 12 6 4 8 
27 12 6 15 0 5 15 4 8 7 
28 13 6 15 4 0 14 8 9 3 
29 13 7 8 2 11 14 6 2 9 
30 9 2 14 2 16 12 8 4 5 
31 12 2 10 16 11 11 4 0 6 
32 7 0 14 8 11 16 5 3 8 
33 16 0 12 7 4 14 7 10 2 
34 14 0 12 11 15 8 7 4 1 
35 10 4 9 9 15 13 2 8 2 
36 16 0 14 8 12 7 9 3 3 
37 12 l 15 8 12 13 2 4 5 
38 6 0 8 8 15 15 6 12 2 
39 11 4 14 8 11 16 4 1 3 




COLOR PREFERENCE SCORES FOR SUBJECTS #41 ; #60 
Subject # Red Yellow Orange Green Blue Purple Black 
41 13 6 6 0 13 16 6 
42 16 10 14 4 10 6 0 
43 8 9 13 2 7 15 7 
44 12 14 10 4 16 2 0 
45 15 0 15 2 4 12 8 
46 7 8 9 14 13 13 l 
47 8 6 12 16 14 10 3 
48 11 3 11 16 14 .7 3 
49 12 2 10 14 16 8 0 
50 10 2 8 14 16 12 0 
51 8 0 15 11 11 15 3 
52 14 0 16 5 4 10 3 
53 16 2 9 9 13 13 0 
54 9 0 .9 4 12 16 2 
55 14 4 10 5 12 10 6 
56 16 14 10 9 9 5 0 
57 12 13 7 11 16 7 0 
58 0 13 13 8 15 11 4 
59 15 14 8 8 i l 4 0 














































COLOR PREFERENCE SCORES FOR SUBJECTS #61 - 80 
Subject# Red Yell ow Orange Green Blue Purple Black 
61 9 7 3 13 16 5 2 
62 15 5 8 12' 14 10 5 
63 4 13 12 5 16 11 0 
64 7 12 2 9 15 15 4 
65 13 0 13 4 6 16 8 
66 11 6 10 6 16 5 3 
67 14 5 , 15 8 7 13 0 
68 8 2 14 16 0 12 10 
69 14 16 6 4 12 8 0 
70 15 6 9 12 15 8 0 
71 13 3 13 14 9 l 8 
72 16 12 5 2 14 9 9 
73 8 4 12 6 15 10 5 
74 9 13 9 9 14 4 5 
75 11 2 9 14 16 6 0 
76 10 9 16 6 9 14 0 
77 12 10 6 15 15 4 2 
78 16 ~9 6 13 13 10 0 














































COLOR PREFERENCE SCORES FOR SUBJECTS #81 - 100 
Subject# Red Yellow Orange Green Blue Purple Black 
81 12 5 8 l l 16 13 
82 6 15 9 H 15 4 0 
83 7 11 3 12 16 4 7 
84 2 16 10 9 13 l 3 
85 3 8 0 10 14 5 16 
86 13 8 l 4 8 l 7 
87 9 3 3 5 13 9 l 
88 8 9 2 7 16 5 0 
89 8 14 7 12 16 7 0 
90 9 8 7 12 15 2 2 
91 10 11 8 10 11 9 l 
92 14 4 12 4 4 0 16 
93 15 3 6 2 15 2 9 
94 14 3 11 2 11 16 8 
95 7 4 12 7 16 14 2 
96 9 0 12 3 6 11 10 
97 5 6 10 l O'i 12 10 l 
98 8 0 10 14 16 6 4 
99 6 12 4 0 16 14 10 














































COLOR PREFERENCE SCORES FOR SUBJECTS #101 - 120 
Subject# Red Yellow Orange Green Blue P,!Jrp le Black Brown White 
101 12 6 9 12 9 15 0 3 3 
102 2 13 9 16 12 9 4 0 7 
l 03 B 12 11 7 15 3 l 4 11 
104 14 0 12 3 6 14 9 6 8 
105 11 6 9 14 16 10 l 3 2 
106 14 0 16 2 12 11 6 4 7 
l 07 12 14 8 6 16 0 10 4 2 
108 12 9 6 13 16 0 7 3 6 
109 16 8 11 0 5 14 9 7 2 
110 7 10 2 13 ~6 0 4 11 9 
111 13 16 14 4 7 5 0 3 10 
112 14 l 12 6 7 16 3 9 4 
113 10 12 6 16 14 5 0 2 7 
114 14 3 11 0 16 12 8 3 5 
115 14 0 11 12 15 8 2 6 4 
116 13 10 12 10 10 11 0 3 3 
117 3 9 8 13 16 0 6 9 9 
118 2 4 16 12 14 0 6 8 10 
119 10 8 14 9 9 16 3 2 l 





COLOR PREFERENCE SCORES FOR SUBJECTS #121 - 140 
Subject # Red Yellow Orange Green Blue Purple Black 
121 11 6 2 9 16 0 11 
122 10 10 9 14 15 5 0 
123 5 l 9 2 16 10 5 
124 11 10 6 2 12 4 11 
125 14 8 9 l 8 10 16 
126 8 10 0 6 12 14 16 
127 11 l 3 6 8 14 16 
128 12 l 9 16 2 9 13 
129 13 2 8 11 11 8 15 
130 3 12 0 7 4 6 14 
131 0 4 8 13 15 2 6 
132 4 11 6 14 15 9 2 
133 14 4 8 10 12 6 0 
134 4 l 11 i 7 11 7 l 
135 7 0 4 13 16 8 8 
136 12 6 10 8 14 16 3 
137 15 2 13 l 9 8 12 
138 14 6 16 8 10 l l 
139 10 6 16 10 13 2 3 













































COLOR PREFERENCE SCORES FOR SUBJECTS #141 - 160 
Subject# Red Yellow Orange Green Blue Purple Black Brown White 




COLOR PREFERENCE SCORES FOR SUBJECTS #161 - 180 
Subject # Red Yellow Orange Green Blue Purple Black Brown White 
161 16 0 8 2 13 4 8 8 13 
162 0 4 4 16 12 4 13 8 11 
163 2 14 8 7 8 0 13 14 6 
164 0 9 ·J4 7 15 8 13 10 6 
165 16 7 14 9 9 0 2 15 5 
166 8 0 ,8 4 14 2 14 8 14 
167 15 8 lil, 10 15 0 7 4 2 
168 2 9 . 12 10 5 0 12 6 16 
169 14 11 Hi 7 2 10 7 4 1 
170 7 9 lZ 8 13 16 2 3 2 
171 13 10 ·: 6 10 16 9 4 0 4 
172 13 10 12 9 16 6 2 4 0 
173 14 2 12 2 6 10 10 12 4 
174 11 l "i4 14 16 l 11 8 6 
175 14 0 16 2 5 9 8 11 7 
176 16 10 n 4 12 8 l 7 3 
177 16 0 /j; 4 8 12 14 10 4 
178 5 15 8 10 1 10 5 10 8 
179 2 12 6 14 16 8 0 4 10 
180 14 7 5 9 15 6 0 8 8 
~ 
TABLE 12 
COLOR PREFERENCE SCORES FOR SUBJECTS #181 - 200 
Subject # Red Yellow Orange Green Blue Purple Black 
il.81 7 7 6 8 7 9 6 
182 2 5 5 8 13 0 10 
183 6 6 12; 10 12 10 6 
184 6 8 4 11 0 3 16 
185 4 2 9 7 12 5 13 
186 14 5 10 8 16 12 5 
187 14 l 10 6 8 l 16 
188 3 13 8 10 16 0 3 
189 12 2 l 9 6 9 16 
190 14 5 12 11 3 7 15 
191 10 l 7 7 14 16 12 
192 12 0 7 . 10 16 3 3 
193 12 5 13 8 ·,7 15 l 
194 9 6 14 11 15 10 l 
195 8 0 3 14 15 13 10 
196 14 2 3 3 16 10 4 
197 9 0 4 3 7 14 15 
198 16 7 5 10 13 4 11 
199 2 4 10 11 16 0 6 














































COLOR PREFERENCE SCORES FOR SUBJECTS #201 - 220 
Subject # Red Yellow Orange Green Blue Purple Black Brown White 




COLOR PREFERENCE SCORES FOR SUBJECTS #221 - 240 
Subject # Red Yellow Orange Green Blue Purple Black Brown White 
221 16 3 14 10 12 6 8 0 3 
222 7 l 12 3 11 16 4 12 6 
223 8 l 14 3 12 14 11 2 6 
224 13 l 15 11 8 11 5 4 4 
225 0 2 4 6 16 10 8 14 12 
226 10 2 12 14' 16 8 4 4 2 
227 12 2 16 10 6 14 8 4 0 
228 6 6 8 13 15 11 2 4 7 
229 14 3 16 12 8 10 3 6 0 
230 12 4 14 9 9 16 l 4 3 
231 14 10 4 6 15 13 0 8 2 
232 16 2 10 l 12 10 11 7 3 
233 10 8 12 2 15 15 4 0 6 
234 12 2 6 5 16 8 10 13 0 
235 7 0 11 13 16 12 2 4 7 
236 15 9 14 2 12 6 0 10 4 
237 10 10 10 14 16 2 l 4 5 
238 14 2 4 11 16 7 9 8 l 
239 11 11 4 8 16 14 0 4 4 




COLOR PREFERENCE SCORES FOR SUBJECTS #241 - 260 
Subject # Red Yellow Orange Green Blue Purple Black 
241 16 0 13 8 13 8 4 
242 16 9 7 12 14 5 0 
243 15 9 11 10 14 6 5 
244 12 8 0 10 16 13 4 
245 15 8 8 11 15 9 2 
246 6 0 16 6 13 12 7 
247 10 10 9 . 14 15 8 2 
248 2 16 9 _13 13 l 3 
249 10 10 5 15 15 5 0 
250 12 14 5 11 15 3 0 
251 13 4 10 3 8 16 13 
252 5 5 9 11 14 0 15 
253 10 6 4 8 14 0 2 
254 5 15 12 2 9 15 5 
255 3 9 3 14 16 2 4 
256 9 0 16 7 12 10 6 
257 2 11 0 5 14 15 9 
258 14 0 16 3 7 12 4 
259 14 12 10 10 8 9 3 














































COLOR PREFERENCE SCORES FOR SUBJECTS #261 - 280 
Subject# Red Yell ow Orange Green Blue Purple Black 
261 16 0 14 5 ~o 7 2 
262 9 0 15 2 10 5 10 
263 16 4 14 7 9 12 2 
264 13 0 16 7 8 13 7 
265 8 2 15 10 :l& 15 4 
266 11 0 14 8 ll 15 7 
267 12 0 12 6 5 14 8 
268 16 1 10 7 14 11 l 
269 14 4 12 0 4 16 6 
270 13 3 12 9 108 16 0 
271 10 4 14 0 12 16 7 
272 12 2 16 10 14 4 6 
273 8 2 11 15 15 5 2 
274 7 l 8 9 12 16 3 
275 13 5 14 8 10 15 0 
276 14 l 7 8" 11 14 3 
277 6 1 15 11 9 13 l 
278 13 0 13 5 10 8 8 
279 2 0 16 10 14 12 6 













































COLOR PREFERENCE SCORES FOR SUBJECTS #281 - 300 
Subject # Red Yellow Orange Green Blue Purple Black Brown White 
281 11 4 10 7 ~ 8 11 10 2 
282 10 0 14 il6 12 16 3 4 7 
283 13 0 15 6 2 7 7 11 11 
284 11 2 14 9 8 8 7 6 7 
285 14 4 16 6 9 9 2 12 0 
286 6 2 13 9 11 8 8 9 6 
287 11 4 10 0 15 15 3 6 8 
288 14 2 12 6 16 l 3 9 9 
289 7 0 N l i 15 11 7 2 5 
290 9 4 16 9 10 12 2 10 0 
291 2 0 15 9 5 15 9 12 5 
292 10 4 3 9 16 14 l 7 8 
293 12 2 8 9 15 15 4 l 6 
294 12 4 10 8 11 6 9 4 8 
295 15 4 10 10 15 10 0 2 6 
296 12 2 9 8 15 3 6 14 3 
297 9 0 9 5 6 16 11 14 2 
298 14 6 7 13 16 10 0 4 2 
299 7 11 10 13 15 8 3 4 l 
300 8 2 10 14 16 12 0 6 4 
c5 
TABLE 18 
COLOR PREFERENCE SCORES FOR SUBJECTS #301 - 320 
Subject# Red Yellow Orange Green Blue Purple Black B~own White 
301 10 0 15 14 12 7 6 6 2 
302 12 0 6 9 16 5 8 14 2 
303 12 6 9 16 12 11 2 0 4 
304 8 0 14 10 16 12 4 6 2 
305 6 8 10 13 15 2 0 14 4 
306 13 8 11 15 13 6 0 4 2 
307 12 l 12 11 13 2 5 12 4 
308 8 3 10 11 7 5 5 15 8 
309 10 5 8 14 16 12 0 5 2 
310 9 7 7 13 16 13 3 4 0 
311 12 4 7 14 12 14 3 0 6 
312 6 11 0 12 15 2 9 12 5 
313 14 11 8 11 16 0 6 4 2 
314 14 9 6 12 16 5 l 7 2 
315 12 9 11 8 16 9 0 4 3 
316 12 10 13 9 16 5 l l 5 
317 13 6 13 8 16 10 0 4 2 
318 6 9 13 12 13 12 0 5 ,2; ~ 
319 0 6 9 7 15 4 5 15 11 
,N 
320 15 8 2 12 15 3 10 6 1 
APPENDIX F 
SUMMARYi' OF BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND 
PAIRED ASSOCIATE LEARNING RAW DATA 
FOR THE PREFERENCE, NONPREFERENCE, 
'JlliD CONTROL-GROUPS 
TABLE 2(!)) 
AGE, SEX, COLOR PREFERENCE TESTING 
INFOR_~TION ,, AND RAW DATA "FOR PREFERENCE GROUP. 
*Subje-ct Prec:rerence Grou.1>· Brack White Trialls ta. 
Number- Age Se-x Collor Score Score Score CriteTion 
l!. 38 F Greerr ]4 2' 6' ]5 
2 21,;, F Green 14 o, 4 17 
3: 2]. F Green 14 0 3 29 
4 32' F Green l!3 0 2' 2]! 
5 22 M Green ]4 4 l i(r 
6 25 F Green 16 3 5 8 
7 21 F Green l!.4 l 2 9 
8 ]9 F Green ]3 0 6 19 
9) 27 F Green ].3 l 4 42' 
l.O 18 F Greem 14 Ql 3 ]!.()!) 
/ 
l:l 18 M Yellow 16 3 4 57 
]2' I8 F Yel]aw 12' o, 6 9 
135 18 F YellCllW: 14 o, 2' l.O· 
l.4 ]8 F Yeliow., 14 0 4 8 
15: ]8 F Yellow:· ll.6 O' 5 6 
16 ]8 F Yelllow· l.3 2' 6 31 
17 22' F Yellow 12' O' 5 9 
18' 22 F Yelro:w 16 0 2' 9 
]9) 2]! M Yell!ow 1!3 0 5 20, 
20 23 F Yellow, 14 0) 2 2:.7 
* Subje:ct numbers correspond with listing in Table 3. 
TABLE .2~, 
AGE' SEX, COLOR PRE;J;E~CE TESTING 
INFORMATION, AND RAW DATA FOR NONPREFERENCE G~OUP'. 
Non~·:·· 
*S11bject Prei'&reence G-rmupi Black White 
Nlimber- Age· Sex Co]or sccme Sc6Ite Sccn-e• .. -
21 22 ]_> .Green· C l. 5 6 
22'; 25 r,r· Green. Cl'· 5 ·7 -' ' 
23 27 M · Green Ol 3 2' 
24 25 F · Green 0' 4 6 
25i 2l!. M Green 0l 8 7 
26 !8". F .. Green Ol 6 8 
27: 22·: ·-. F Green Cl! .4 '1 
28' 4m' M Green. 4 8 3 
23 l!8 F Green· 2' '6 g 
30) ]9f F Green 2 8 -5' 
·-~· .,., i,. 
~ ·- .. , 
• ;..1' ;'-
3']!. JJ8 -F 
· ... ~.., 
.·Y-ellow1 .2' 4 6 
:;2' . JlSl F Yellow·· Oi . 5: 8· 
~ m 'M' . Yeilow (!J) 7 2 
34' 24·, ,F ' : -Yelllow· 0) 7 l 
''5:.' 2'5' F ·,Yell1~w 4 2 2' 
:,6 ]8 F· .I:eil.low; (ID 9 , 
·37 ,20' F Yeliow., ll 2' . 5 
3.8'· Jl7 F - Y'el,J:ow- .o, 6 2 
391 JJ.7 F YEi!:J,,l,ow- . 4 4 3 
4C:ll ]8' M Yel~o:w ,Ql_ 2' 4 
,, 
' : .;..,:., : 
~ '" ·~ ,,, :~ L ~ -: 
75 
Tri aJLs, to 





















*Su:bject numb~ correspond wiith 11istfng: in Tablle ·,1:. 
,; ,. ' ·. :~i{~-:, ·- ~ .- ' 
TABLE 22 
AGE, SEX, COLOR PREFERENCE TESTING 
INFORMATION, AND RAW DATA FOR CONTROL GROUP. 
Non 
76 
*Subj •. Pref- Gro.-up, Pre:fl"- Brack White Tria]ls· to 
Numb. Age Sex erence Score erence ScoTe Score Criiterion 
4l1. 2'5 F - 0 Green 6 5 16 
42 2:15 p- - 4' Gre-en a, 2 ].0 
435 2'4l F - 2' G:ueen 7 2 lLS 
4'4 2'4 F - 4 Green 0 6 11 45 20) F - 2 Green 8 7 14 
,r6 ~- F Gre:en ].,f - 0, 2' 20 
4'7 ]8 M Green ].6 - 3 l! 2:,; 
48 ]9' F Green· ]6 - 3 7 ]2: 
49) 26 F Green :r4 - Ql 4 23 
l;iOl 19 ~ Green 14 - 0 5 ]7 
5] ].9) F - (); Yell:ow 3 4 29 
52 2(1'> F - 0) Yell!ow 3 8 30l 
53" 2]. F - 2 Yel]ow a, 4 2.9,' 
5"4 119 F - o· Yellow 2' ... 8 ].6 
5-l;i 32 F - 4 Yellow 6 ]L lL7 
56 22 F Yellow ]!4' - 0) 2' 16 
57 50• F Yellow. 13 
., 
01 2' 3lL -
58' rs, F Yeliow ]3 - 4i 6 37 
59! 27,' . F Yellow 14' - (], 10• 8 60) 25 M Yellow 14 - 0 10' ].'.5i 
*Subject numbe,rs· corresp-ond with listing in Table 5. 
APPENDIX G 
SUMMARY OF TWO-WAY ANALYSIS OF VAR[ANCE" 
FOR AGES OF PREFERENCE (A:1 ) AND NONPREFERENCE (A:2) GROUPS' AND OF GREEN ( GP f GNP) (B1 ), AND YELLOW (YP, YNP) (B2,J SUBGROUPS. 
77: 
TABLE 25· 
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
FOR AGES OF PREFERENCE (A1 ) AND NONPREFERENCE (A:2) GROUPS AND OF GREEN. (GP~ GNP) t~..lll AND 
YELLOW (-rr, YNP} (lilz,J SUBGROu:nr 
Source df 
Totafil :;g· 
Conditicm Jr., 1: 
Condi ti'on: B l1 
A: X B 1 
Erll'or % 











SUMMARY OF TWO-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
. ON TRIALS TO CRITERION" FOR ACQUISITION DATA 
OF PREFERENCE (All) AND NONPREFERENCE (X2} GROUPS ON GREEN .(BJL)' A:ND YELLow-:~B2 ) BACKGROUND STIMULI. 
79 
TA-BLE 2'4, 
SUMMARY OF ANA'.(tYSIS OF VARIANCE ON 
TRIALS TO CRITERION FOR ACQUISITION DATA 
OF PREFERENCE (A ) AND . NONPREFERENCE ('A ,) GROUPS 
ON GREEN (Bn) AN~ YELLOW (:B2) BACKGROUN~ STIMULI 
Sa:urce, df MS F 
Tartla11: 391 
CGnd.ition. A· ]. 33{)~.62$0 2 .. 89'* 
Condition B n .. 6250 .. 01 
A X B' ]. •. 6250 ~OI 
Error 35 1!14 •. 3916 
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